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ABSTRACT 

 

The main features are described related to the 

development of an innovative passenger ship, starting 

from the concept design up to the final realization of the 

real scale prototype. The vessel herein enlightened is 

represented by a very unconventional solution for the 

employment in the short range passenger traffic with a 

low environmental impact. The proposed solution has 

been inspired by both hydrofoil and SWATH 

technologies with the aim of matching relatively high 

transfer speeds, low environmental impact and reduced 

wave washing phenomena. The acronym for this hybrid 

vessel has been chosen in ENVIROALISWATH, a term 

which indicates all the mentioned design characteristics. 

The Department of Naval Architecture of the University 

of Genova cooperated with Rodriquez Cantieri Navali to 

develop the complete design of this new vessel. The 

present works describes the development of the structure 

design. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

 

The project of an innovative passenger ship with a very 

low wake wash, to be used in a short range transport 

close to the shore, has been developed in cooperation 

between Rodriquez Cantieri Navali S.p.A of Messina and 

the Department of Naval Architecture of the University 

of Genova. 

The new vessel is characterised by high performances 

like manoeuvrability and controllability, typical of 

hydrofoils, and good sea keeping qualities and low 

installed power, typical of SWATH solution. The 

performed investigations are aimed at realizing a real 

scale prototype, named ENVIROALISWATH, to be built 

in Rodriquez Shipyards of Messina. 

The vessel consists of two main components: the hull, 

where cargo and passengers are located, and a submerged 

body in which the main engine and the fuel thanks are 

installed. Hull and submerged body are connected 

together by means of two column structures, a bigger one 

in the aft part of the vessel and a very small one at fore.  

 
Figure 1  ENVIROALISWATH general arrangements: 

longitudinal section, passengers and garage deck. 

 

Four foils provide the dynamic lift to sustain the vessel 

when running at cruise speed (25-27 knots). 

The hull, characterised by a trimaran type layout, is 63 

meters long, 15.5 meters wide and 10.30 meters high and 

is capable of 450 passengers and 50 cars. (see fig. 1). 

The submerged body has a length of 50 m, a breadth of 

4.10 m and a depth of 2.6 m and it provides the 80% of 

the hydrostatic buoyancy. The remaining 20% is assured, 

at zero speed and in the preplaning phase, by the two 

lateral hull bodies and, at cruise speed, by the lifting 

force developed by the four foils. 

The structure has a longitudinal lay-out with web frame 

spacing of 1250 mm and longitudinal stiffener spacing of 

300 mm. Bottom plating keeps a constant thickness, 

except in the connection to the central hull zone, where it 

is increased. The two decks are fitted with two girders, 

one on each side of the symmetry plane, supported by 

circular section steel pillars.  

The submerged body maintains the longitudinal structure, 

with reinforced frames aligned with those of the hull. 

Bottom floors are longitudinally connected by two fore 

and aft lateral keelsons, plus a central one in the engine 

room.  
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Figure 2  ENVIROALISWATH main section. 

 

Hull and submerged body structures are made of AlMg 

5083 light alloy; foils supports and pillars are made of 

Fe510 steel. In fig. 2 a typical cross section is presented. 

The design process of this vessel has been assessed 

through the development of all those aspects falling out 

from conventional ship design. They mainly are 

represented by the research of the most suitable hull 

shape, the study of the propulsion system, the analysis of 

the environmental impact and the structural lay-out which 

should comply with all previously defined design 

parameters. 

The first phase of the project was devoted to the 

structural concept and geometry lay-out; afterwards, by 

applying different HSC Rules, the preliminary scantling 

was laid down and improved by simplified direct 

calculations. A further refinement of the structure 

scantling has been then carried out by a finite element 

analysis of the hull and of the submerged body, 

separately modelled. 

In this paper the final part of the structural design is 

presented. FEM models have been developed on the 

complete vessel, updated with all the variants suggested 

by stress and strain requirements, by taking into account 

the new outfit lay-out. This investigation, the results of 

which allowed the construction of the full scale model, 

will be further improved by experimental investigation on 

the prototype. 

 

2 NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION 

 

The structure design has been assessed with a three 

phases analysis: in the first phase, regarding the structural 

concept, the geometry lay-out was drawn on the basis of 

the existing HSC Rules and simplified direct calculations, 

as described in [1] and [2]. The second phase consisted 

of finite element analyses performed separately on the 

hull and torpedo structures. Two distinct numerical 

models have been set up for hull and submerged body; 

each one has then been analysed under different loading 

and boundary conditions. Thanks to this activity, a 

refined structural model was tackled, suitable for further 

improvements at detail level. This activity is described in 

detail in [3]. 

In the third phase, herein presented, a complete finite 

element model has been set up, containing all the 

information gathered throughout the development of the 

preceding analyses. This part of the study is devoted 

mainly to the analysis of the equilibrium conditions of the 

whole vessel and of stress and strain analysis of structures 

connecting hull and submerged body. 

For the finite element analysis the computer code 

MAESTRO [4] has been adopted. As well known this 

software allows to build the FEM model of a complete 

ship by assembling structural modules, each one 

representing a slice of the vessel, with a nearly constant 

structural distribution.  

The FEM models have been built by using the following 

MAESTRO library elements: 

• “STRAKE” elements for orthotropic stiffened shells 

of decks, sides and bottoms;  

• “GIRDER” elements for reinforced longitudinal 

beams; 

• “QUAD” and “COMPOUND” elements for 

transverse and longitudinal bulkheads. 

By this procedure the complete model has been obtained 

through the assembling of nine modules for the hull (see 

table I) and ten modules for the submerged body (see 

table II), completed by the modelling of the aft and fore 

connecting structures. The complete FE model, shown in 

fig. 3, 4 and 5, is then approximately composed by 

13.000 nodes and 20.000 elements. 

In this third phase the same loading conditions assumed 

for the distinct models, previously investigated, have 

been considered: 

• floating unit in still water at zero speed (“Hull Borne 

Condition”); 

• “flying” unit during navigation in calm sea (“Foil 

Borne Condition”); 

• “flying” unit during navigation in rough sea (“Rough 

Sea Condition”). 

In the “Hull Borne” condition the ship is sustained by 

the hydrostatic buoyancy provided by lateral hulls and by 

the submerged body which experiences the maximum 

draft of about 5.50 meters. Maximum stresses, occurring 

in the torpedo, take place when the fore and aft ballast 

tanks are loaded (fig. 6). In this condition maximum 

vertical displacements take place in the aft part of the 

torpedo. This information has been carefully considered 

in the design of the shaft line in order to keep proper 

alignment tolerances. 

The equilibrium pattern is pursued by a specific option of 

MAESTRO code, able to find the trim corresponding to 

the actual displacement and the centre of gravity of the 

vessel. Equilibrium conditions are obtained by a 

hydrostatic pressure distribution automatically applied by 

MAESTRO to the plate elements of the wetted surface. 

Nevertheless, to run FEM calculations, fictitious 

constraints should be provided to avoid numerical lability. 
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Table I  Hull modules 
 

 

 

MODULE Nr 1 

 

 

Frames  0 – 1 

Node nr 80 

El. nr     106 

MODULE Nr 6 

 

 

Frames  36–42 

Node nr  618 

El. nr      807 

MODULE Nr 2 

 

 

Frames  1 – 11 

Node nr  1090 

El. nr      1466 

MODULE Nr 7 

 

 

Frames  42–46 

Node nr  305 

El. nr       404 

MODULE Nr 3 

 

 

Frames  11 – 21 

Node nr  1302 

El. nr       1688 

MODULE Nr 8 

 

 

Frames  46–49 

Node nr  136 

El. nr      194 

MODULE Nr 4 

 

 

Frames  21 – 31 

Node nr  1004 

El. nr      1335 

MODULE Nr 9 

 

 

Frames  49–51 

Node nr  73 

El. nr       79 

MODULE Nr 5 

 

 

Frames  31 – 36 

Node nr  526 

El. nr      668 

  

 
 

 

 

The number and position of such constraints must be 

iteratively changed in order to obtain corresponding zero 

reactions. 

In the “Foil Borne” condition, which corresponds to the 

cruise sailing condition in calm sea, the hull is completely 

out of the water and the draft is about 4.3 meters. The 

ship is sustained by the hydrostatic buoyancy of the 

submerged body and by the hydrodynamic lift provided by 

the foils. The hull ballast tanks are loaded (fig. 7) while 

the torpedo ones are empty; the pay load is distributed on 

garage and passenger decks. No dynamic effect is applied 

in this phase. The “balance” option of MAESTRO must 

be integrated by the foil lift, simulated through a pressure 

distribution on the foil surfaces. The proper equilibrium 

condition must be individuated by an iterative procedure 

starting from trial equilibrium pattern. 

The “Rough Sea” condition is obtained from the 

previous one by introducing acceleration effects due to 

sea waves.  

The additional dynamic forces are counterbalanced by a 

stronger lift action generated by a proper angle of attack 

of the foils. The values of the lift in those three 

conditions have been determined by CFD calculations, 

confirmed by seakeeping experiments in towing tank. 

The design loads have been individuated by analysing 

combinations of ship speeds and sea states occurring 

during the ship operative life in the Mediterranean area.  

 

Table II  Submerged body modules 
 

 

MODULE Nr 1  

Frames  1 – 7 

Node nr  196 

El. nr       301 

MODULE Nr 6  

Frames  20 – 21 

Node nr  124 

El. nr       145 

MODULE Nr 2  

Frames  7 – 9 

Node nr  89 

El. nr       118 

MODULE Nr 7  

Frames  21 – 23 

Node nr  100 

El. nr       92 

MODULE Nr 3  

Frames  9 – 11 

Node nr  153 

El. nr       149 

MODULE Nr 8  

Frames  23 – 31 

Node nr  220 

El. nr       374 

MODULE Nr 4  

Frames  11 – 12 

Node nr  124 

El. nr       146 

MODULE Nr 9  

Frames  31 – 36 

Node nr  120 

El. nr       201 

MODULE Nr 5  

Frames  12 – 20 

Node nr  379 

El. nr       504 

MODULE Nr 10  

Frames  36 – 42 

Node nr  115 

El. nr       180 

 
 

 
Figure 3  Outside view of modules 

 
Figure 4  Inside view of modules 

 

 
Figure 5  ALISWATH complete model 
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Figure 6  HULL BORNE condition: ballast load in 

submerged body tanks. 

 

 
Figure 7  FOIL BORNE condition: full load and ballast 

in hull tanks. 

 

Adopting an exceeding probability of 1%, the Raleigh 

probability distribution (
2

2

3/1H
eP

α−

= ) gives a value 

for the α coefficient equal to  1.517; the corresponding 

design wave H1/3 results to be 3 meters high. 

Ship motions were investigated at “Krilov Shipbuilding 

Research Institute” model basin [5] on a 1:6 scale model, 

adopting the parameters synthesised in the following 

table III. Vertical accelerations, relative to a wave height 

of 2 meters, have been measured at three meaningful 

sections along the hull: at centre of gravity and on the 

fore and aft perpendicular. Experimental results have 

been linearly related to the design wave 3 meters high. A 

further conservative coefficient equal to 1.50 for all 

structures has been introduced, to take into account 

dynamic effects (see table IV). 

 

Table III  Assumed parameters for ALISWATH model 

basin tests 

Sea Spectrum JONSWAP 

Heading 0° and 180° 

Ship Speed 27 kN 

Wave significant height H1/3 2.0 m 

Wave modal period 6.0 s  

 

Table IV  Values of vertical accelerations av(x) 

 Aft perp. Centre of gravity Fore perp. 

Experimental 0.085 g 0.030 g 0.140 g 

Calculated 0.129 g 0.045 g 0.212 g 

Adopted 0.200 g 0.067 g 0.318 g 

 

In “Hull Borne” and “Foil Borne” conditions the loads 

due to structures, outfitting weights and payloads have 

been differently applied according to the MAESTRO 

options: 

• local main loads (engines, transmissions, generators 

etc.) of hull and submerged body: at nodes 

corresponding to the points on which such loads are 

located; 

• structural loads of hull and submerged body: at every 

module as a distributed load equal to the module 

weight smeared along its length; 

• cars, passengers and consumables: at every module as 

pressures on the surface where they are acting. 

In table V all weights and loads are resumed.  

 

The “Rough Sea” condition has been obtained by 

applying the same loads as previously described 

multiplied by the correspondent dynamic amplification 

coefficient, as reported in table IV. 

 

Table V  ALISWATH weights and loads 

    ITEM HULL 

[t] 

TORPEDO 

[t] 

TOTAL 

[t] 

Structures 130 28 158 

Outfitting 80 10 90 

Machinery 18 35 53 

Pay Load 150 - 150 

TOTAL 378 73 451 

 

3  ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

 

The results of the numerical analysis have been 

separately examined for plates and beam elements. For 

the first ones the code provides isostress plots by which 

the most stressed areas are highlighted; top and bottom 

layer stresses have been examined. In the case of beam 

elements the results in terms of components and 

equivalent Von Mises stresses have been investigated in 

three sections along the length: at start, mid and end 

point. For each section the results are referred to both top 

and bottom layers.  

Given the huge amount of calculated data the analysis 

required a large number of plots to be produced, to define 

the stress and strain distribution on the vessel. In this 

paper just a small number of them is presented, 

significant for the most critical zones. 

In order to satisfy the actual strength requirement without 

affecting the structure with an excessive weight, an 

iterative optimisation procedure has been carried out step 

by step. This led to the final suitable structure, complying 

with light weight requirements and structure reliability. 

The results herein presented refer then to the final 

structure solution on the base of which the real scale 

prototype has been realised. 

The “Hull Borne” condition is characterised by very 

small strain and stress all over the structures. Highest 

stress intensity takes place at the fore leg connection to 

the hull bottom. The equivalent stress reaches an intensity 

of about 12 N/mm
2
, far below the admissible stress value 

for welded light alloy, herein used. 

Under “Foil Borne” and “Rough Sea” conditions the 

equilibrium patterns correspond to different pressure 

distributions on fore and aft foils. In both conditions the 

fore foils provide a slightly higher lift, giving rise to 
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higher stress level on the connecting structure and in the 

neighbour part of the torpedo. Obtained results are 

examined making reference to average stress levels. 

Local higher values, being ascribable to coarse model 

refinement, have been investigated with more detailed 

meshes. Anyway the maximum stress level all over the 

vessel (both hull and torpedo) does not exceed 20 N/mm
2

. 

As predictable the “Rough Sea” condition resulted to be 

the most severe one, being characterised by the highest 

stress level. For this case results are presented by means 

of stress contour plots on shell elements. 

As an example in fig. 8 and 9 the longitudinal and 

transverse stress distributions on the outer and inner shell 

surfaces are represented. In fig. 10 the equivalent Von 

Mises stress distributions on the outside and inside 

surfaces are show. 

 

          
Figure 8  Longitudinal σx stress distribution on outer and inner surface (N/mm

2
). 

 

          
Figure 9  Transverse σy stress distribution on outer and inner surface (N/mm2). 

 

     
Figure 10  Equivalent Von Mises stress σVM distribution on outer and inner surface (N/mm

2
). 
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By the observation of plotted results it is ascertained that 

the average stress is far below the maximum allowable 

stress for welded light alloy. The stress intensity, 

generally, does not exceed 10 N/mm2 on the torpedo shell 

and 20 N/mm2 on the hull shell. 

Nevertheless some zones come out where higher stress 

intensities take place; these points are located mainly at 

the connection between hull and torpedo and on the 

central hull keelson. These values are ascribable partly to 

some stress concentration and partly to a rough 

schematisation on the FEM model because of the size of 

utilised plate elements. As an example, in fig.11, the 

stress distribution on the module corresponding to the aft 

connecting structure between hull and torpedo, is shown. 

 

         
Figure 11  Equivalent Von Mises stress σVM distribution on the aft connecting structure (N/mm

2
). 

 

 

         
 

         
Figure 12  Stress on beams: longitudinal stress σx distribution on three different modules (N/mm2). 
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Similar plots may be obtained for describing beam 

behaviour as well. Even in this case higher stress values 

are found on fore and aft connections of foil legs to the 

bottom structures. In fig. 12 the stress distribution on 

beam elements is shown for the most stressed areas. As 

already said these plots are relative to just one of the six 

available points along the beam.  

In order to synthesise achieved results for the whole 

structure, in the following table VI the average and 

maximum stress intensities on hull and submerged body 

structures are presented. 

 

Table VI – Hull and torpedo average and maximum 

stresses in “Rough Sea” condition. 

Hull 
Shell 

[N/mm
2
] 

Beams 

[N/mm
2
] 

Average stress 20 20 

Maximum stress 53  41 

Module N° 6 N° 7 

Submerged body   

Average stress 10 25 

Maximum stress 50 65 

Module N° 8 N° 8 

 

In fig. 13 the deformed shape of the hull is shown; a 

maximum vertical displacement of 77 mm at the fore end 

of the torpedo has been detected. A further check on the 

displacements has been performed in order to assure the 

compatibility of the deformed shape of the aft structure 

with shaft alignment.  

 

 
Figure 13  Hull deformed shape in “Rough Sea” 

condition. 

 

4 ANALYSIS OF DETAILS 

 

In order to better investigate the stress and strain 

distribution on most critical areas individuated by 

previous calculations, a further detail investigation is 

under course. Starting from the global model some 

portions of the structure have been refined by using the 

“refine mesh” option available in MAESTRO. This tool 

automatically models all the beam elements by means of 

shell panels. The same loads, as applied to the global 

model, are maintained; the boundary actions transmitted 

by the remaining structure to the refined block are 

automatically applied by the code. 

This procedure is going to be applied to all critical 

structural details in order to plan the experimental 

investigation on the real scale prototype. This further 

analysis will pursue the map of measurement points to be 

instrumented on the prototype. The main details to be 

examined consist of the connecting structures between 

the submerged body and the hull, the aft part of the 

submerged body and the central hull keelson. As an 

example, in the following, the investigation on this last 

one is presented. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 14  Detailed analysis of the central keelson: 

longitudinal stress distribution and collapse evaluation. 
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Owing to the very thin thickness of web and to the 

presence of many lightening holes, an additional buckling 

and collapse analysis has been carried out on this 

structural component. 

This verification is based on DNV buckling strength 

approach [6] implemented in MAESTRO options. 

For each kind of collapse mode the code compares the 

element stresses with the correspondent failure stress, 

obtaining ratios called “safety factors” [7]. The 

“adequacy parameter” is represented by the ratio between 

the actual stress values and the admissible ones obtained 

by applying DNV HSC Rules. For the detail under 

investigation general tables and colour coded plots are 

provided showing the safety factors with regards to the 

possible collapse modes.  

The longitudinal stress distribution on the investigated 

detail is shown in fig. 14. In the same figure the table 

with “adequacy parameter” relative to possible collapse 

modes is included. Each symbol refers to a specific 

failure mode: the one relative to shell buckling is named 

“PFLB” (panel failure, local buckling); in this case the 

value 0.374 indicates that the panel main stress is about 

one third of the critical one.  

 

5  HULL AND TORPEDO CONSTRUCTION 

 

The construction of the ALISWATH has been carried out 

in RODRIQUEZ shipyards. The Society gained a very 

long experience in aluminium alloy constructions since 

the 60’s, when they started up the production of hydrofoil 

vessels. In 1990 a new fast ferry class, named 

Aquastrada, made its first appearance; since then, more 

than 20 ships of this kind in the length range between 90 

and 130 meters, have been realised.  

 

 
 

Figure 15  Frames of lateral hull under construction 

 

The construction of ALISWATH has been carried out 

separately for the hull and the torpedo. The hull has been 

divided into 6 blocks and, at this time, they are going to 

be assembled. Some significant stages of the construction 

are shown in the following figures: the assembling of the 

web frames of the left side hull (fig.15), the welding of 

longitudinal stiffeners (fig. 16), the connecting structure 

of the aft leg to the hull (fig.17) and a complete hull 

module (fig.18).  

 
 

Figure 16  Frames and stiffeners of main hull under 

construction. 

 

 
 

Figure 17  Aft column connection to the hull. 

 

 
 

Figure 18  A complete module of the hull. 

 

The torpedo has been built in 5 blocks already 

assembled, as shown in fig. 19. In fig. 20 an inside view 

with reinforced transverse frames is represented. In fig.21 

the exit hole of the shaft line in the aft part of the torpedo 

is shown. The hull and the submerged body, nearly 

completed, are going to be connected each other and the 

vessel structures will be completed in next months.  

 

 
 

Figure 19  Outer view of the torpedo with aft connecting 

structure. 
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Figure 20  Torpedo structures inside view. 

 

 
 

Figure 21  Shaft line exit at the aft end of the torpedo. 

 

 

6  CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 

The Department of Naval Architecture of the University 

of Genova developed, in cooperation with Rodriquez 

Shipyards of Messina, the structural design of the new 

hybrid passenger vessel called ENVIROALISWATH. 

Starting from a preliminary approach based on the 

application of HSC rules, the first structural concept was 

set up. In a second phase, throughout finite element 

investigations, the structure lay-out has been improved in 

order to obtain compatible stress levels and acceptable 

displacements. In this phase the hull and the submerged 

body have been studied by separate numerical models. 

In the last phase of the research, herein presented, the 

complete numerical model has been extensively 

examined. An iterative optimization procedure has then 

been developed in order to reach the final version, 

suitable for prototype construction. 

The results obtained by the two different modelisations, 

separate models and global model, showed a good fitting 

each other, so confirming the reliability of all the adopted 

assumptions. At this stage the attention has been devoted 

to further investigate some structural details on which 

highest stress levels were expected. 

At present the prototype construction proceeds for the 

hull and the submerged body, separately built in two 

distinct Rodriquez shipyards. In the next months the hull 

will be launched and transferred in Messina yard, where 

the two parts will be connected in the dry dock. 

At the completion of the vessel the research activity will 

proceed through an experimental campaign for stress and 

strain measurements in order to verify the structural 

adequacy and, as a consequence, the reliability of the 

performed numerical analyses.  
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